Tell about a good time she had
Tell about fish that live in the ocean
Make you want to take a vacation

Think about the clothes she wore on vacation.
Read a book about the beach.
Make a list of what she did on vacation.

Fun at the Beach
My family went to the beach.
We did many things that were fun.
My brother took me on a boat.
He showed me how to catch fish.

I was surprised when I caught a big one.
My brother is older than I am.
The weather was very nice.

beach!
beach.
beach?
One night cooked on the beach.
It was crowded during the day.
My mother made a fire.
My father cooked fish and corn.
We sang songs around the fire.

7. It was crowded during the day.
   My mother made a fire.
   My father cooked fish and corn.

8. We sang
   The way she did

9. One night cooked on the beach.
   It was crowded during the day.
   My father cooked fish and corn.

10. Fish and corn that smelled good
    Lots of fish and corn
    Delicious fish and corn

11. Night
    Fish
    Beach
Stanley's Letter

Where he found it
His favorite hobby
What color it is
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